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- The right analog stick (horizontal movement) - +
left analog stick (vertical movement) V - 1-4 are

the buttons (press 1 to buy, 2 for upgrade, 3 for a
e-mail alert, 4 for a video message) A - x is the
item you want to upgrade or you want to swap
with another person The numbers 3 and 4 only

appear when you swap items with other players,
e.g. - Player 1 wants to buy an apple with number
4 - Player 2 wants an Apple with number 3 - Player

1 will get the apple with number 3, Player 2 will
get the apple with number 4. -You can buy more
than one item at once -You can't swap an apple
and a cherry -You can't jump using the analog

stick -You can't jump using the right trigger
-Player jumps while looking down To prepare the

items for the process - Click on the inventory
button at the side of the screen - Scroll to the
numbers 3 and 4 To swap items with another

player - Click on the player you want to swap with
- Press number 3 - Press the right trigger or the
right analog stick - Click on the number 4 - Press
the left trigger - Player will now have the same

items in his inventory as the other player To leave
the game - Click on any button at the side of the
screen - Press 1 - Press the right analog stick -
Click on any button at the side of the screen -

Player will now exit the game NOTE: -To convert
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a.cad file into.obj, you can use a program like
Petteri's MBT OBJ Converter NOTE: -To use the

version I have provided it is necessary to have a
Microsoft Windows system to use the.exe file. If
you try to run the.exe file on Linux, you'll get an
error. NOTE: -The.obj format is only compatible
with OBJ viewers like MeshLab. WARNING: -This
game has no instructions, you have to find and
watch the videos by playing the game All the

provided files are
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